Using the Natural Aural Approach – the Importance of Audiology and an Informed Teacher of the Deaf.

A half-day conference for Teachers of the Deaf and Educational Audiologists

**Sunday 23rd July 1pm—5pm**

Danescourt Primary School Cardiff CF5 2SN.

**Come and join** an audience of Educational Audiologists, hearing technology company representatives and Teachers of the Deaf in discovering the Natural Aural Approach and how it allows deaf children to access education alongside their hearing peers.

The day will include:

- Key Note Address by Sue Lewis, MBE. “Hearing and Listening in the Natural Aural Approach—Why Audiology Matters”
- Manufacturers’ Exhibits
- Workshops include Thriving in Mainstream, Learning to Listen, Listening to Learn & Technical Advice
- The chance to network with professionals from across the country
- Learning from the only UK-based charity to promote the Natural Aural Approach, helping deaf children to listen & talk for themselves.

“Using the Natural Approach” A half-day conference

**Sunday 23rd July 1 pm — 5 pm, Cardiff**
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